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Abstract 
 

Let G be a finite group. A subgroup H of a group G is called (S-permutable) in G 

if H permutes with all Sylow p-subgroups of G. a group G is called PST-groups if 

every subnormal subgroups are S-permutable. A subgroup H of G is called 

semipermutable (S-semipermutable) in G if H permutes with every subgroup 

(Sylow p-subgroup) K of G with (│H│,│K│) ꞊1. A group G is called SP-group 

(SPS-group) if every subnormal subgroup is semipermutable (S-semipermutable) 

in G. In this paper we study semipermutable subgroups and we present some 

elementary results about this kind of subgroups. Also, we gave a direct proof for 

the equivalence between the classes PST-groups and SP-groups using subnormal 

subgroups properties of these groups. In particular, we proved that Sylow 

permutability and semipermutability of the subnormal subgroups are coincide in 

the solvable universe. 
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Introduction  
 
All groups considered will be finite. 

A subgroup H of a group G is called permutable (S-permutable) in G if HK꞊KH 

for all subgroups (Sylow subgroups) K of G. Ore [15] (O. Kegel [12]) proved that 

permutable (S-permutable) subgroups are subnormal subgroups. A group G is  
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called PT-groups (PST-groups) if permutablity (S-permutablity) is a transitive 

relation. By Ore’s result (Kegel’s result), a group G is called PT-groups 

(PST-groups) if every subnormal subgroups are permutable (S-permutable). 

Solvable PT-groups (PST-groups) were considered by several researchers.A 

subgroup H of G is called semipermutable (S-semipermutable) in G if H permutes 

with every subgroup(Sylow subgroup) K of G with (│H│, │K│) ꞊1. Neither 

semipermutability nor S-semipermutablity implies subnormality. The Sylow 

2-subgroup of the symmetric group 3S  is an example.The parallelism question 

about finite groups in which semipermutability is atransitive relation was 

considered by Wang,Li,and Wang in [13] where they classified solvable 

BT-groups. 

While PT (PST-groups) are those groups in which every subnormal subgroup is 

permutable (Sylow permutable), which is not the case in BT-group. So it seems 

reasonable to consider the class of finite groups in which every subnormal 

subgroup is semipermutable in the group. Such groups were introduced by (J.C. 

Beidleman, M. F. Ragland, [11]) and they used the notation SP-groups 

(SPS-groups) to denote all groups in which subnormal subgroups of G are 

semipermutable (S-semipermutable) in G. actually, they proved that a group G is 

PST-group if and only if it is an SPS-group in solvable universe.    

 For the purposes of this article, we study the class of SP-groups, semipermutable 

subgroups and subnormal subgroups. we also consider the condition for 

subnormal subgroups to be S-permutable.  

 

 

Preliminaries  
 

In this section we present some of results which are used in proving our theorems. 

 

Lemma 1  ([13]) Suppose that H  is S-semipermutable in G and let GK  . 

Then: 

(1) If H K , then H  is S-semipermutable in K . 

(2) If N  is a normal p  subgroup ofG , then 
HN

N  is S-semipermutable in 

G
N  . 

Lemma 2 ([17]) Let iHK ,  Ii  be a subgroups ofG , if ii KHKH   for all 

Ii . Then, KIiHIiHK ii   

 lemma 3  For any two groups G and H , let GA   and HB  such that A

semipermutable in  G , B semipermutable in H . If   1, HG , then BA is 

semipermutable in HG . 
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Proof. Let HGK   such that   1, BAK . since   1, HG we have

   KHKGK  .No BABA   and    KHKGK  . 

Also, A and  KG are both subgroups of G  and B and  KH   subgroups 

of H , so since   1, BAK , we have    1, KGA ,and since A  is 

semipermutable in G     AKGKGA    in G . Also    1, KHB , 

and since B  is semipermutable in H  We have,    BKHKHB  . 

Then,

                  
       BAKBAKHKG

BKHAKGKHBKGAKHKGBAKBA



 ,,

Hence, BA  is semipermutable in HG . 

 

Definition 4 ([8]) The subgroup H of a group G  is p subnormal inG , if for 

every Sylow p subgroup P of G , the intersection HP is a Sylow p

subgroup of H . 

We write GH p   to mean that H is p subnormal inG . 

 

Lemma 5 ([8]) If GH  , then for any prime p , GH p . 

 

Lemma 6 ([3]) LetG be a group with    GHall  for some set of primes  .If 

H is a  subgroup of G , then H is S permutable in G  if and only if

   GOHNG

 . 

 

Theorem 7  Every S permutable subgroup is semipermutable subgroup. 

 

Proof  Suppose that H is an S permutable subgroup of the groupG .Then, by 

Kegel result; GH    also .)(, GpGH p   So, for all P  subgroup 

of G  such that
)(GSylP p

, we have
)(HSylPH p

. Now, Let GK    

such that    1, KH  .Then, for all Kq |  , Let QKq    where )(GSylQ q . 

So, QHHQKq  . Furthermore,  HQH    because that )(HQOH q . Then,

HKHK qq  . And so, for all Kqi |  and all KK
iq  , We have HKHK

ii qq  ,

,2,1i   .By (Lemma 2), 
ii qq KKH   .Hence, KHHK   .  

By the previous theorem we conclude that the class of PST groups is contained 

in the class of SP groups. Also, its clear that  SP groups are always    

SPS group.The next theorem shows the equivalence between PST groups  
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and SPS group. 

 

Theorem 8 (see [11]) Let G  be a solvable group. Then G is a PST group if 

and only if it is an SPS group. 

 

if we use (Theorem 7) with (Theorem 8) we achieve the following: 

 

SP groups   SPS groups PST groups  SP groups 

 

  

 

MAIN RESULTS 
 

 The following theorems state our main result and shows a direct requivalence 

between the class of PST groups and the class of SP groups  

 

Because  these classes characterized by their subnormal subgroups and since 

S permutable subgroup is always subnormal, it seem reasonable to consider the 

interesting question about the condition on subnormal subgroups to be S

permutable. 

We arrive at the following results: 

 

Theorem 9 If 1G  and 2G  are two SP group with   1, 21 GG  , then 

21= GGG  is also an solvable SP group. 

 

Proof. Let H  be a subnormal subgroup of a group G . To prove the theorem we 

must show that H is semipermutable subgroup of G . from   1, 21 GG we get 

21 HHH  where  ii GHH  . Since GH then iGiH . 

Also iH is semipermutable in iG   2,1i because iG is an SP group

 2,1i . 

Now , using (lemma 3) we obtain 21 HHH   is semipermutable in G . 

 

Theorem 10  Let G  be solvable group, and let H  be subnormal subgroup of 

a group G . Then H  is S permutable in G  if and only if it is an 

semipermutable inG .   

 

Proof.  Assume that GH   with H  semipermutable inG . In order to prove 

that H  is an S permutable subgroup in a group G  let )(Hp  where 

)(H denote to the set of prime divisors of the order of H . Now, since H  
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semipermutable in G  we have PHHP , for all )(GSylP p . Furthermore 

HPH   because that )(HPOH p  Hp  .Then  HNP G  for all 

)(GSylP p  with  Hp  . And so,    HNGO G
. Hence, by (lemma 6) 

H  is S permutable inG . 

Conversely, it was shown above by (theorem 7).   

 

Hence, by (theorem 10) the semipermutability and Sylow permutability of 

subnormal subgroup is the same, which also provide that the class of PST

groups is equivalent to the class of SP groups. 

 

Corollary 11  Let G  be a solvable group. Then G is a PST group if and 

only if it is an SP group. 
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